SIXTH DAY: HILL WALKING
We went towards the island of Skrova. In half an hour we arrived. The idea is to walk all around
the island. We were decided by the red way. The signaling system is a little primitive, a tied red tape
to the branch of a tree. The colors do not agree with which we have in our guide. After a few
minutes we arrived at a paradisiac beach. The colors seem almost tropical if it is not because we
were more near the North Pole than the Tropic. We continue but we lost the noticeable way and we
crossed by which we thought can be a short cut. The vegetation above us is impressive, dense, is
varied, heavy. It should be rain a lot here. We see a pair of eagles flying majestically in the blue sky
that accompanies to us.
We find the way and we return to the starting point. The route that we had predicted has not done
but we have enjoyed a precious stroll by the nature. We look for the town and we only found
isolated houses. The restaurant has a good aspect. A very amiable woman of good presence, will be
the owner? says us that they open at 14h. The schedule seems to us something strange but in this
country the schedules are not like ours. The life of the workers is very respected and Sundays are
sacred. On saturdays usually all is open but with a different schedule. The woman offers a coffee to
us but we decided to eat the sandwiches that we have just in case like this one. This is a
recommendation for every day, you never know what you will find nor when. We return later. The
coffee is superlong and without sugar, something usual here. The Norwegians are very loving of the
coffee in all varieties. The most extended he is the American, watered and down length. In many
places they serve it free of charge, in another you must pay about 20 Nok. Lola has more luck with
the ice cream and the apple homemade pie with cinnamon.
In Svolvær everything is closed. Clearly, it is Sunday. We have dinner in the Anker Brygge whale
ham, very good, and a giant pizza of meat. The waiter has warned to us and we have requested half.
For dessert, a delicious ice cream of fruits of the forest. All, about 420 Nok. The rations in this town
are generous.
(Sorry, my English is so bad. Page translated with “Yahoo Babel Fish”)

